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Case Name: Late C18-C19 mill complex, ropeworks and
water management system immediately east of Millpond
Avenue, Foundry

Case Number: 465720

Background
This complex of industrial remains was first identified as nationally important in 2001 as part of the thematic
designation project on the historic buildings and sites associated with two former foundries in Hayle. We have
now been asked to progress with our recommendation.

Asset(s) under Assessment
Facts about the asset(s) can be found in the Annex(es) to this report.

Annex List Entry Number Name Heritage Category EH
Recommendation

1 1402648 Late C18-C19 mill
complex, ropeworks
and associated
water management
system immediately
east of Millpond
Avenue, Foundry

Scheduling Add to Schedule

Visits
Date Visit Type
03 May 2001 Unknown
24 May 2001 Unknown
20 June 2001 Unknown
20 June 2001 Unknown
20 June 2001 Unknown

Context
A thematic designation project on the historic sites and buildings associated with the two former foundries
that were established in Hayle in the C18 was undertaken in the 2001. The project identified the mill complex,
ropeworks and store to the east of Millpond Avenue as meriting designation and a draft scheduling
description was produced and all interested parties were consulted on the documentation. However, in 2003,
in response to a request from government for the Designation Department to focus resources on a review of
the heritage protection regimes, all our inherited programmes including the work on Hayle's historic
environment were put on hold in order to facilitate this review. The designation for this complex of industrial
structures was therefore not formally reviewed.

We have now been asked by the owner of the site to progress the recommendation.

The site is situated within the Cornwall and West Devon Mining World Heritage Site and the Hayle Town
Conservation Area. The ruins have been consolidated and the site is now a public garden.
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Assessment
CONSULTATION

Both Hayle Town Council and the local planning authority were re-consulted given the length of time that had
elapsed from the original designation attempt. The town council has expressed support for the protection of
the monument.

DISCUSSION

The 1979 Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act (1979) states monuments are scheduled by
reason of their archaeological, historic, architectural, artistic or traditional national importance.  The
Department for Culture, Media and Sport’s Scheduled Monuments: Identifying, protecting, conserving and
investigating nationally important archaeological sites under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological
Areas Act 1979, Annex 1 (March 2010) sets out the non-statutory criteria which provide further guidance on
assessing national importance.  They state that when archaeological sites are assessed for scheduling, the
key considerations are period, rarity, documentation, group value, survival/condition, fragility/vulnerability,
diversity and potential. Monuments are assessed under those of the criteria relevant to their type. They
should not be regarded as definitive, but as indicators which contribute to a wider judgment based on the
individual circumstances of a case. Archaeological sites are assessed for their national importance, which is
the key indicator of their significance. Those which are identified as of national importance may then be
scheduled, if this is considered to be the most appropriate tool for their future management. Sites may be
considered to be of national importance; but the Secretary of State may still use his discretion not to add the
site to the Schedule.

The survival of extensive elements from the early industrial development of Hayle and their contrasting nature
in differing areas contributes much to the distinctive character of the town. These survivals also have a wider
significance reflecting Hayle's role in the early C19as the world's leading supplier of pumping engines,
especially for deep mining, and are of major importance for studies of this formative period of our present
industrialised society.

The site to the east of Millpond Avenue retains a concentration of ruined structures which preserves evidence
for a complex of specialised buildings including hammer mills, grist mill and ropeworks which operated on an
industrial scale from the late C18 through to the early C20. They survive well, retaining most of the layout
which was present at their closure in the early C20. The site is an interesting survival in an urban context, as
many such sites have been lost to  redevelopment. A wide range of technologies is preserved in the ruins,
earthworks and buried remains which will contribute to a study of technological change at the site, including
the transition from horse- to steam-power at the grist mill in the mid-C19. Buried archaeological deposits will
provide evidence for the development of the complex since the late C18. Sub-surface remains within and
immediately outside the footprints of the ruined mills and the ropeworks will provide information on the layout
and operation of these structures. The survival of wheel-pits, evidence of machinery fittings and industrial
processes will exist in some areas; the preservation of floor areas and the foundations of further buildings are
likely to be good. The remains of the ropeworks also provide evidence for a type of structure which
characterised a significant regional industry in the C18 and C19 and of the manufacturing processes
involved. Of particular interest is the survival of the related water management system which is sufficiently
complete to demonstrate its relationship with the mills as well as the importance of water power during the
late C18. Furthermore evidence of the sluicing, damming and control systems will be retained.

The significance of the site is enhanced by its association with Harvey and Co. This foundry and engineering
works which was founded in 1779 established a reputation for the manufacture of Cornish steam engines, but
it also produced a wide range of products, from hand tools to ships. By the mid-C19 it was one of the leading
Cornish engine builders in the world with an international market served through the company's own port in
Hayle. The remains to the east of Millpond Avenue provide a highly visible and tangible reminder of the scale
of the Harvey's business ventures in the late C18 and throughout the C19. They also reflect the dominant
presence of the company's enterprise on the town's physical development.

CONCLUSION

After examining all the records and other relevant information and having carefully considered the national
importance of this case, the criteria for scheduling are fulfilled. The mill complex, ropeworks and associated
water management system should be added to the Schedule.
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REASONS FOR DESIGNATION DECISION

The late C18-C19 mill complex, ropeworks and water management system are recommended for scheduling
for the following principal reasons:

*       Survival: the upstanding remains of the various mills and ropery survive well as consolidated ruins and
clearly show the sequence and differences in character of the various components of this industrial complex;

*       Potential: significant buried remains will survive relating to the range of technological processes that
occurred at the site and to the operation of the related water management system;

*       Group value: they represent one of the most coherent surviving groups of industrial structures
associated with the internationally-renowned Harvey's Foundry, retaining elements that date to the initial
establishment of the company.

Countersigning comments:

Agreed.  The remains of the mill complex, ropeworks and water management system survive particularly well
and retain considerable potential for the understanding of the changing technology from the C18-19.  As the
earliest site associated with the internationally-renowned Harvey's Foundry, it is of especial significance and
fully merits scheduling.
Deborah Williams
14th August, 2012
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Annex 1

List Entry

List Entry Summary
This monument is scheduled under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 as amended
as it appears to the Secretary of State to be of national importance.

Name: Late C18-C19 mill complex, ropeworks and associated water management system immediately east
of Millpond Avenue, Foundry

List Entry Number: 1402648

Location
Located immediately E of Millpond Ave, Foundry, Hayle, Cornwall

The monument may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.

County District District Type Parish
Cornwall Unitary Authority Hayle

National Park: Not applicable to this List entry.

Grade: Not Applicable to this List Entry

Date first scheduled:
Date of most recent amendment:

Legacy System Information
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.

Legacy System: Not applicable to this List entry.
Legacy Number: Not applicable to this List entry.

Asset Groupings
This List entry does not comprise part of an Asset Grouping. Asset Groupings are not part of the official
record but are added later for information.

List Entry Description

Summary of Monument
The monument includes a late-C18 and C19 hammer and grist mill complex and ropeworks together with an
associated water management system.

Reasons for Designation
The late C18-C19 mill complex, ropeworks and associated water management system are scheduled for the
following principal reasons:
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•       Survival: the upstanding remains of the various mills and ropery survive well as consolidated ruins and
clearly show the sequence and differences in character of the various components of this industrial complex;

•       Potential: significant buried remains will survive relating to the range of technological processes that
occurred at the site and to the operation of the related water management system;

•       Group value: they represent one of the most coherent surviving groups of industrial structures
associated with the internationally-renowned Harvey's Foundry, retaining elements that date to the initial
establishment of the company.

History
The Hayle Estuary has been a focus for settlement and maritime trade since prehistoric times. From at least
the mid 18th century it developed into one of Cornwall's main industrial ports, serving surrounding mines and
becoming home to Copperhouse Foundry and Harvey’s Foundry. Internationally renowned for the scale of
their work and the breadth of their engineering expertise, these rival companies were largely responsible for
the expansion of Hayle during the C19.

Harvey's Foundry was established at the head of Penpol Creek, an area later known as `Foundry', in 1779.
Initially serving local mine needs, it became one of the world's leading suppliers of industrial pumping engines
in the early C19, a role shared with the rival Copperhouse Foundry located in the north-east part of the town.
Fierce competition over access to quays produced the `South Quay' built by Harvey's in 1819, aggravating
the natural problems of estuarine silting. These problems were resolved by impounding Copperhouse Pool
and, from 1834, creating the wholly artificial Carnsew Pool as tidally-filled sluicing pools whose waters were
directed to the canal, quays and harbour mouth. This complex system maintained the port facility that gave
the foundries their national and international role besides serving their regional hinterland. Accompanying this
industrial growth, the foundry companies operated as general merchants, developing the necessary storage,
cartage and stabling facilities and further stimulating use of the port. 

The former industrial complex to the east of Millpond Avenue includes the remains of hammer mills, a grist
(grain) mill, and a ropeworks. The initial development of the site dates from circa 1780 and it developed
through the C19 as an industrial focus growing from the establishment of John Harvey's iron foundry at the
head of Penpol Creek in 1779. The site finally ceased operation in the early C20, having spanned the full
duration of Harvey's engineering production. Part of the original water management at the site includes a leat
that possibly originally powered a metal-boring mill in the north-east part of the site which was later replaced
by or converted to a grist (corn) mill; and a reservoir or millpond which John Harvey gained permission to
impound in 1780 and which powered hammer mills at the site. The leat allowed the Penpol Stream to bypass
the millpond or reservoir as required; it was recut to its present course in 1795 following a dispute over rights
to the land it originally crossed. The earliest mill at the site may have originally been a boring mill but by at
least 1827 it was grinding corn, which was in demand to feed the many horses that provided Harvey's land
transport needs. Milling was one of the major industries in Hayle from the early C19 due to the demand for
supplying horses and men with feed. It expanded into a major commercial concern, with flour production and
export, baking and retailing all becoming more important throughout the C19 and into the mid-20. In 1851, in
a division of Harvey's property, the grist mill complex was sold to J H Trevithick & Son. It was extended
during the C19. Milling ceased in the 1890s when a mint humbug factory took over part of the building. A
ropery was established at the site in 1796. Rope making was one of the first of Harvey's diversified activities
after establishing his foundry and especially used in mines and for ships' rigging and cordage. The ropeworks
closed in 1916, demand for its products having declined with the collapse of Cornish mining and the
replacement of hemp rope with wire for maritime uses. 

Details
PRINCIPAL ELEMENTS 
A former industrial complex which includes the earthworks, standing and buried remains of hammer mills, a
grist mill, ropeworks, store, reservoir and leat. It was established in the late C18, and was expanded and
altered in the C19. The site is situated in a slight valley extending south from Penpol Creek, and to the east of
Millpond Avenue.

DETAILS
In the north-east part of the site are the ruins of a building which map evidence confirms as the earliest mill at
the site. Rectangular in plan, the grist mill was converted to steam power in about 1830 and was extended
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southward by about 1832. By the end of the C19, photographs show the mill rising five storeys high to a
shallow pitched roof. In 1940 the mill was reduced to first-floor level, reputedly to prevent the tall building from
being used as a landmark to guide German bombing raids. The surviving north end and east side walls of the
mill are faced externally by granite block masonry and internally by granite rubble, with dressed granite quoins
and lintels. Large brick arches pierce each ground-floor wall, with an original window above the north wall
arch. A ground-floor doorway and first-floor window in the east wall are now blocked. 

Extending west and south-west from the grist mill are remains of Harvey's C19 hammer mills. Early-C19 map
evidence indicates that they occupied most of the area between the grist mill and the millpond, with an
extended frontage to the millpond which provided the power. An 1864 plan adds detail, showing three
elongated roofed ranges adjoining side by side, ending along Foundry Hill to the north but extending south to
different lengths, the central range being the shortest. The western range has a rounded projection with a
dormer roof extending into the edge of the millpond and is considered to have housed sluices controlling the
distribution and force of water to the mill. Early-C20 photographs, taken about the time of the mill's closure,
show the western range and its projection as a single-storey building with a shallow-pitched slate roof; a later
aerial photograph, prior to 1940, shows that the hammer mills were roofless by this date. The hammer mills
survive with their north, west and southern walls standing to single-storey height, of granite rubble masonry
with dressed granite quoins and lintels. The north wall, extending west from the grist mill, shows at least three
construction phases, corresponding with the ends of the three ranges: the gable end of each range has two
window openings with blocked doorways beneath, and the west range has a large brick-arched opening.
Against the internal north-east corner of the west range is a masonry chimney stack base with its brick lining
projecting above. The mill's west wall, facing the millpond, has closely-spaced window openings, all truncated
just below lintel level; the rounded projection into the edge of the millpond is entered by a doorway in its rear
wall, set back slightly within the mill, and has a small window facing towards the millpond. The mill's south
wall again combines several construction phases, with a window near its west end and the base of a first floor
opening at the east. 

The ropeworks is situated to the south of the hammer mills. The ropewalk extended SSE, straight along the
narrow strip between the millpond and the leat, eventually reaching about 210m long at its maximum extent
by the 1840s. Of this, the northern 158m survives, lacking its roof. The ropewalk interior, about 5m wide, is
defined to the west by a substantial rubble wall, now slightly reduced, with frequent external buttresses. Along
the wall, small rectangular sockets with iron linings are considered to have held spars used in stretching the
rope. The eastern side of the ropewalk has a very low wall and was largely open-sided to assist ventilation,
the roof being held on supports which no longer survive. East of the ropewalk's northern end are two large,
wall-lined flat-bottomed pits; one of these, circular with a rectangular extension to the south, is identified as
housing a former steam-powered rope-spooler. The 1870's mapping shows a roofed building over the pits, of
which some walling survives, with another ropery building to the south which stands to gable height. At the
north-eastern end of the ropeworks is a mid- to late-C19 building that is marked on a plan of the 1880s as a
store. It survives to first-floor height and is roughly square in plan, subdivided into several rooms, one
containing a chimney base and another, a small hearth. The frontage to the lane has three broad
brick-arched openings appropriate for wagon-loading. 

The reservoir, known as the millpond, remains largely waterfilled, though partly silted at the south end. It
measures about 200m NNW-SSE by up to 55m wide; its slender northern third is sub-divided as an inner
pool by a bank. On the east it is defined by a strip of raised ground, broad on the north but narrow further
south, separating the millpond from a leat which allowed the Penpol stream to bypass the millpond as
required. The leat, part of the Harvey's original water management at the site, powered the wheel of a
metal-boring mill. 

All modern fences and railings, the pedestrian barriers under the entrance arches, modern path surfaces and
kerbing, signs and notices, seating, electricity supply cables, control and fuse boxes, telephone pole, cables
and guys, lamp posts, modern drains and covers, playground equipment, modern statuary and artwork, litter
bins, life-belt and housing, and the modern culverts along the millpond edge are all excluded from the
scheduling. The ground beneath all these features is, however, included.
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Map

National Grid Reference: SW5585536881

© Crown Copyright and database right 2011. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number
100019088.

The above map is for quick reference purposes only and may not be to scale.  For a copy of the full scale
map, please see the attached PDF - 1402648_1.pdf


